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Introduction — Defining AI

Key findings — Trends globally, in China, Europe and US
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Outline
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How is AI 
being taught?

How is AI 
researched?

How is AI being 
talked about in 
media?

How is AI being 
described in 
patents?

A transformative force, requiring action across sectors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do national governments care about AI? We heard from Dan about AI’s transformational power. Everyone feels this already today. There is a sense of opportunity: that the 4th industrial revolution will bring economic and social benefits. There is also a sense that the benefits may not be spread evenly: the countries at the forefront will win. Ion order to reap the economic and social benefits that AI promises while mitigating possible downsides, and you can read this in any policy document or consultant report being written, different sectors in society have a role. This is not purely a research theme.Ai needs to be taught – both higher general knowledge for all, and more AI specialists that will work in academia or corporate sector. There needs to be more research, by those AI specialists working across boundaries, to create the solutions and new businesses that generate economic value. And permeating it all, the public debate is key to come to a good sense of which risks to mitigate, and what good AI looks like – exactly because of AI’s transformative power. To work in unison, it really helps to be sure you’re talking about the same thing. And here we get to a crucial issue with AI.
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Experts agree there is no common definition on AI

“There is no 
commonly 

agreed ontology 
for AI”

“It’s just 
statistics on 

steroids”

“An umbrella term to describe 
the capability to make 

computers apply judgment as 
a human being would”

“Many people say 
AI when they 
actually mean 

machine learning”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we need a concerted effort, but we are fuzzy about what ‘it’ is. Many experts also define in a dynamic way, so what was called AI 20 years ago may now be called computer science.. And we pour literally billions of research funding into it, without really knowing whether what the research world defines as AI, is also what society has in mind or what we are educating our young people for. And we then realised that we could make a unique contribution. We can use AI to define AI, and thus help policy makers, researchers, educators and society ensure this chain of activities from education via research to social and economic benefit works as smoothly as possible.We can because we have the data, the computing power, the engineers, and a strong network of internal and external experts to pull this off, in a controlled way.So instead of trying to find a definition in the sense of a phrase that defines it top-down, we set out to define with keywords and concepts: which ‘words that matter’ together describe the subject? This is essentially bottom-up.To do so, and be mindful that we need to look at a broad society perspective not only at research, we set out mine words that matter from different sources, from media, innovation, education, research, in the hope we would find a common denominator. 
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Globally, AI structures 
into seven research 
clusters

Search and 
Optimization

Fuzzy 
Systems

Planning and 
Decision 
Making

Natural Language 
Processing and 

Knowledge 
Representation Computer 

Vision

Neural 
Networks

Machine 
Learning and 
Probabilistic 
Reasoning

Using AI to define and 
structure AI
• Trained classifier to 

distinguish AI papers 
from non-AI papers

• Supervised learning 
using keyword co-
occurrence to 
structure the field

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KW co-occurrence
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Data on peer-reviewed articles and conference 
proceedings from Scopus

Article
70+ million
Journal, conference, 
& Book records

Author
16+ million
Author profiles
(active)

Affiliation
70,000+
Affiliation profiles

Other sources used for 
quantitative analysis
• Preprint servers (arXiv)
• PlumX dashboard
• Online competitions (Kaggle)
• ScienceDirect
• Graduate information (CAS, 

China)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In grey you see the research volume, growing by 5.3% per year for 20 years, a lot faster than other research areas or research generally. The last 5 years speed has picked up to 12%. In 2017 more than 60,000 AI papers were published.
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Published research volume growing quickly
Peer reviewed AI publications, all document types, worldwide 

12% 
p.a.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In grey you see the research volume, growing by 5.3% per year for 20 years, a lot faster than other research areas or research generally. The last 5 years speed has picked up to 12%. In 2017 more than 60,000 AI papers were published.
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China, EU and US are growing, but not equally

9% 18% 26% 24%

35%
33%

31% 30%

25% 20% 15% 17%

31% 28% 28% 29%

1998-2002 2003-2007 2008-2012 2013-2017
China Europe United States Other

Share of world publications in AI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Share of country publications in AI to global publications output. All doctypes. China coming from very low level, but had in 2008-2012 more than a quarter of all global publications in AI.
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Percentage international collaboration

Collaboration on the rise globally

USA

Europe

China

Rebased FWCI vs. international collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Share of country publications in AI to global publications output. All doctypes. China coming from very low level, but had in 2008-2012 more than a quarter of all global publications in AI.
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 8,000 Computer Vision

Neural Networks

Planning and Decision
making

Fuzzy systems

Natural Language
Processing and Knowledge
representation

China: very focused
Number of publications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comment on CAS graduates case study showing same focus
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China: relatively isolated
Average social media mentions per 
publication

Average blogging & news mentions 
per publication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain what people see on this slideExplain Kaggle story:In the Kaggle user survey, only 3% of the respondents are from China, and there are only 10 Chinese nationals in the top 100 users, with 40% of them residing overseas. The lack of Chinese users may be related to the relative obscurity of the website within that country, with the sheer volume of rival local websites such as Alibaba’s TianChi (天池) website, the Latest Activities & TianChi Competition page, and DataCastle, with 75,208 registered users. Other popular competitions are held by the Data Foundation, Kesci, China Computer Federation, Biendata, Big Data Research Center, Hack Data, Soda, and many more. This could indicate a preference in China for national over international competitions. 
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Europe: slow but steady brain drain of top researchers

Migratory Outflow
Migratory Inflow

Transitory

Sedentary
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Relative productivity

Relative impact versus relative productivity
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US: strong corporate sector

Key Contribution 
(academic and corporate 
institutions) 

Number of publications 
(all)

Field-Weighted Citation Impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comment on rise of Google
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US: attracting overseas talent to its corporations

-318

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comment on rise of Google
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AI ethics research focused on the technical level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key messagesNot much yet in the research corpus2018 call for papers shows AI coming to researchWhy importantImportance of going beyond the trolley problem!Algo biasWarfareWho is accountable‘Computer says no’ Future of jobsThank you to Bernd Stahl and Orbit for their call that we have >2000 years of ethics knowledge… lets not start from scratch
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Available resources

AI Resource Center: 
https://www.elsevier.com/connect/ai-
resource-center

Download AI Report:
https://www.elsevier.com/research-
intelligence/ai-report

https://www.elsevier.com/connect/ai-resource-center


Thank you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What will you find: new ways in which research is done eg competitions. Research in context of policy aims. Look at diversity and policy alignment of research. Look at top institutions, at international collaboration and at academic-corporate collaboration. Mobility – brain gain and brain drain. Some forays into education. And a discussion about ethics and responsible innovation in AI.
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